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are hidden in the monograms and initials which puzzle
. numismatists.
The ancient world was deeply impressed with esteem for
the good faith of the Attic mint. The Romans exacted
payment in silver not below the Attic standard. Poly-
bius, xxii. 15, 8; and Xen. Hell., ii. 4, 43, says:—role
opxoig IfipevEi 6 at//zoc.
4.	Was the federal copper coin a Chalcus ?
I believe this must be answered in the affirmative with
reference to the pieces bearing the names of federal cities.
But I am not aware that there are any data for determining
the denomination of the smaller copper coins which have
a head of Jupiter on the obverse, and on the reverse only
the monogram of the League. These may have been pieces
of half a chalcus, a fraction much wanted.
5.	What was the federal object in making each city
impress its name on the copper money it put in circu-
lation ?
Many of the city coins are of yellow brass, and many
are of pure copper. This difference proves that, like most
copper money, they were minted as representatives of
value, and not at their intrinsic value, like the Roman As
for a long period. The object of placing the name of the
city on the coin was, therefore, to prevent over-issues by
any particular city. Some check of this kind was abso-
lutely necessary to prevent cities like Mantineia, Megara^
and Megalopolis from being inundated with coins of such
places as Elisphasia, Pagse, and Dipaia. The name of the
city gave each local treasury and every foreign money-
changer the power of exacting payment in silver of
the League standard for any great accumulation of copper.
This power was'absolutely necessary in order to keep the
copper coinage in circulation at its nominal value, and it

